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The story behind Argo begins four years ago in Seattle; when a group of friends (Justin, Scott, John and

Matt) started the revival of a musical idea not heard in some time. Argo takes their inspiration from the

likes of Sea and Cake, Tortoise and Pinback 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Emo, POP: Quirky Details: The story

behind Argo begins four years ago in Seattle; when a group of friends (Justin, Scott and Matt) started the

revival of a musical idea not heard in some time. Argo takes their inspiration from the likes of Sea and

Cake, Tortoise and Pinback to name but a few. Their "indie" rock sound has gained them a steadily

growing audience throughout the northwest. Now Justin, Scott and Matt are joined by Jon Wooster-Bass

and Vocals. They have released an E.P. titled "The Fall" in 2003 (with regular airplay on Seattle station

KEXP) and are currently promoting their debut full length CD "Jet Packs for Everyone". The Fender

Rhodes plays a dominant role in this CD. It should also be mentioned that in a live show setting; you

would see these guys trade instruments leaving someone else in command of the keys...pretty cool

really. Some of the Seattle venues played include the Crocodile, Graceland, the Sunset, Sit n Spin, the

Hideaway and the Mars Bar. Perhaps the best thing about Argo is their commitment to their musical

ideas. What you hear in their music is their dedication to each song. This band simply draws is strength

from each other. It's easy to see and it's easy to hear. You will find their CD's in the local NW section or

perhaps the Rock section of most major music stores. Argo Web Page: argotheband.com
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